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Abstract
This study examined temperature and melt on Eklutna Glacier, southcentral Alaska, in summer
2016 and 2017 through calculation of temperature and melt lapse rates and observation of
weather variables. Mean summer temperature lapse was around + 4 °C km-1 and + 7 °C km-1,
and mean melt lapse was - 20 cm km-1 and - 6 cm km-1, in 2016 and 2017 respectively.
Temperature lapses were inverted overall (>50%), while melt lapses were inverted roughly 35%
of the time. Both lapses varied greatly throughout the season and appeared de-coupled in both
study years. Weather variable analysis revealed that maximum windspeed and mean total
temperatures appear to be connected to temperature inversions. Overall results suggest that
inversions are more common than previously thought, and mean lapse rates may have a
profound effect on glacial melt modelling by use of temperature-index models like the degree
day model (DDM). Current models, which use a constant negative temperature lapse rate, may
be underestimating glacial melt and overestimating glacial mass balance – a finding that will
affect estimations of glacial contributions to sea level change in a warming climate.
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INTRODUCTION
Snow covered landscapes are some of the most important ecosystems on Earth, providing
freshwater through melt to communities of organisms and people who depend on them.
Within these systems, glacial melt and mass loss have been increasing worldwide, especially in
Alaska (Arendt, 2002), where glacial extent continues to decline in both past (VanLooy et al.,
2006) and modelled scenarios (Beamer et al., 2017).
Ice and snow modelling is powerful, convenient, and relatively simple, especially using
temperature-index models such as the Degree Day Model (DDM), which needs as little as one
temperature station. DDMs use temperatures above zero Celsius, or positive degree days
(PDD), and a degree day factor (melt per degree day, DDF) to model snow or ice melt, which
has been used for a very long time (Martins, 1842). A constant and negative temperature lapse,
either the Environmental (ELR) or the free-air moist adiabatic lapse rate (MALR) between -6 and
-7 °C km-1, is usually applied to these models to capture positive degree days. Often the general
value of - 6.5 °C km-1 is used as a default, which is a troposphere average where an increase in
elevation coincides with a temperature drop (Barry & Chorley, 2009). Studies of lapse rates
suggest that non-static, smaller, and regional lapse rates that are spatio-temporally varied may
be more appropriate (Gardner et al., 2009; Gardner & Sharp, 2009; Minder et al., 2010;
Petersen & Pellicciotti, 2011). The use of constant lapse rates may have serious implications,
including underestimation of melt and mass loss in these sensitive systems, especially if lapse
rates are inverted – where temperature or melt increases with elevation (Minder et al., 2010).
Additionally, many of these models vary in sensitivity and complexity. For example, in
comparison to mass balance from NASA’s Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE)
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(Beamer et al., 2016), mass balance using meteorology from Modern Era Retrospective Analysis
for Research and Applications (MERRA) and Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) agrees
well with field observations, but CFSR alone agrees well with GRACE when including both land
and ice surface in the watershed (rather than ice alone). The complexity of not only models, but
also their verification is emphasized by these types of results. It should be noted though that
even GRACE has limitations that affect accuracy, such as mass loss estimate scaling and
correction (Velicogna & Wahr, 2013). Even so, models may be affected by use of ill-defined
temperature inputs. Accuracy of temperature-index models is also affected by certain weather
variables, such as incoming shortwave radiation and albedo (Hock, 2003; Pellicciotti et al.,
2005), which perform better than temperature alone. Even well-calibrated glacial energy
balance models, using radiation and air temperature, suffer from accuracy loss due to spatiallytemporal extrapolation errors (Machguth et al., 2008). The importance of weather variables in
glacial melt and mass-balance modelling thus should not be belittled.
In this study we examine temperature and melt inversions at Eklutna glacier in
Southcentral Alaska. Previous theses discovered possible inversions on the nearby Harding
Icefield, though those specific results went unpublished (Dethlefs, 2012; Ganey, 2016), and a
recent report to NIWR revealed a first look at both temperature and melt inversions on Eklutna
glacier itself (Dial & Geck, 2017). Here, we examine both 2016 and 2017 melt season inversions,
as well as possibly related weather variables.
METHODS
We collected data for surface lowering, temperature, and weather variables from Eklutna
glacier’s accumulation basin (> 1300 meters above sea level) during the melt seasons of 2016
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and 2017. We used daily averaged temperature and melt data to calculate the relationship
between these variables and elevation using three locations (Table 1) from 1375-1500 meters
above sea level (m asl) and used the relationship to identify inverted and non-inverted lapse
rate for both melt and temperatures on a daily scale. Logistic regressions were performed to
identify potential relationships between weather variables and inversions. We also performed a
graphical comparison of air movement during inversions and non-inverted days to investigate
potential advection of warm and moist air from Gulf of Alaska air masses onto the glacier.
Study site
At the far western end of the extensive complex of glaciers in the Chugach Mountains of
southcentral Alaska, Eklutna glacier is located in a coastal climate division with a maritime
seasonal temperature range (Bieniek et al., 2012). The glacier is roughly 30 km from Anchorage,
covers 29.5 km2 across an elevation range of 580 to 2100 m asl (Sass et al., 2017). Eklutna is a
source for up to 90% of municipal water and 10 - 20% municipal electricity (“Ground Water in
the Anchorage Area, Alaska,” Anonymous, 2006). Previous studies on Eklutna Glacier include
mass balance and thinning (Sass et al., 2017), runoff (Brabets, 1993), flow dynamics (Sass et al.,
2009), ice worms (Dial et al., 2012), and the role of snow algae in snowmelt (Ganey et al., 2017).
Weather
We established three weather stations (ELA, MID, and ACC) at varying elevations (Figure 3;
Table 1) in the accumulation zone of the Eklutna glacier to measure temperature and melt over
the melt seasons of 2016 and 2017. One of these stations (ELA: elevation 1376 m asl) recorded
weather variables including precipitation, relative humidity, windspeed, and wind direction in
2016 and 2017. Broadband albedo, as the ratio of outgoing to incoming shortwave radiation
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was also measured in 2016. Weather sensors were installed on floating tripods of our own
design on the glacial surface (Figure 4a). Helicopter and foot travel was used for access. A
nearby station at ground level (Table 1) recorded absolute pressure for both years, but in 2016
the record is not complete and covers only 15 May-24 June in 2016.
Temperatures -- Data loggers (Campbell scientific, model CS215) recorded mean hourly
temperatures 2 meters above the snow surface 15 May — 11 September 2016 at each site.
Each temperature sensor was equipped with a radiation shield (Apogee TS-100, naturallyaspirated). In 2017, additional data loggers recorded temperature with Apogee TS-100
mechanically-aspirated radiation shields 6 July — 8 September for comparison to naturally
aspirated radiation shields, allowing a test of the two methods. Henceforth, temperatures will
be specified as ‘mechanically-aspirated’ when referring to temperatures measured with a
mechanically aspirated shield.
Melt rates -- We monitored surface-lowering as a proxy for melt using ablation stakes and
interval photography. Stakes were installed at sites MID (elevation: 1449 m asl) and ACC
(elevation: 1505 m asl) and marked with black electrical tape every 10 cm (Figure 4b). Exposed
heights of stakes were captured by Wingscapes Timelapse Cameras (SKU: WCT-00122), which
were set to automatically record every 6 hours (Figure 4b). Ablation stake heights during 2016
were estimated from photographs at a precision of 5 cm and during 2017 at a precision of 2 cm.
Automated weather station -- An automated weather station (AWS; Figure 4a) at ELA recorded
relative humidity, broadband albedo, precipitation, and surface lowering measurements using a
sonic ranger (SR50-L Ultrasonic Distance Sensor, accuracy ±1 cm). The ranger measured hourly
snow surface lowering 15 May—11 September 2016 and 6 May— 8 September 2017. In 2017,
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the sonic ranger tipped towards the ground around 19 July until manually righted on 31 August.
This tipping likely affected albedo and radiation measurements, so that data was eliminated.
Surface height was also affected, but these measurements were corrected manually to account
for height change before and after tipping. A time-lapse video captured the ELA site using a
Brinno TLC200 Time Lapse HD Video Camera. Site ELA also included an anemometer which
recorded hourly wind speed and direction. Wind directions at ELA during 2016 were suspect
beginning 15 June and are not presented here. A barometer (Onset, model U20L) was installed
near the glacier at ground level along the West Fork of Eklutna River (Figure 3) and measured
absolute pressure on an hourly basis.
Cloud Cover -- We visually evaluated cloud cover during 2017 using photographs from ELA, MID,
and ACC using a simple 0 - 100% scale based on standard 0 -1 classifications (Table 2) and
adapted from NASA GLOBE Observer (NASA, 2016). The ELA site camera faced south, the MID
camera faced northeast, and the ACC camera faced north (Figure 4b).
Statistical analysis
Statistics were performed in R (version 3.4.0). Ablation stake heights were converted to daily
surface lowering (melt). These melt values, as well as hourly temperature values, were
averaged over day of year as daily means resulting in cm day-1 and °C. Temperatures and melt
are generally assumed to normally decrease with increasing elevation (Figure 1). The slopes of
the relationships between melt and elevation (e.g., cm d-1 km-1) and temperature and elevation
(e.g., °C km-1) are referred to as a “surface lapse rates.” An “inversion” in this assumed negative
relationship means there is no relationship with elevation or an increase in melt and/or
temperature with increasing elevation. That is, if L signifies surface lapse of either melt rate or
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temperature, then

< 0 is non-inverted (i.e., normal) and

≥ 0 is inverted. Surface lapses for

both temperature and melt (here referred to as simply “lapse”) were calculated from daily
means over elevations (in meters) through simple linear regression:

=

+

, where Y was

daily melt (in cm) or mean daily temperature (°C), a the intercept, L was lapse rate, and E was
elevation (in km). Lapse rates are thus presented as cm km-1 for melt lapse and °C km-1 for
temperature lapse. The regressions were calculated on a daily basis using all three sites: ELA,
MID, and ACC. For 2016 this resulted in 76 days during the melt season (DOY 136 – 211 or 15
May—29 July) and for 2017 in 52 days (DOY188 - 239 or 7 July —27 August). We used logistic
regression to investigate the probability, P, that a day’s lapse was inverted given available daily
weather variables,
ln
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. We used the Wald-test significance (p-values < 0.05)

, in these logistic regressions to identify variables that may

have a relationship with inversions in melt or temperature. Each weather variable was first used
in multiple logistic regression with year as an additional covariate, both as an addition and an
interaction, and then used in simple logistic regression for a given year, because not all
variables were available for both years. We applied the standard Bonferroni correction to the
significance level of p = 0.05, given the large number of regressions we applied.
HYSPLIT modelling
We evaluated the possibility of air mass advection being related to inversions by modelling air
trajectories using the Hybrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT) model of
the NOAA Air Resources Laboratory (Stein et al., 2015; Rolph et al., 2017). Single trajectories
were run one each day of measured lapse rates in 2017, giving 52 total trajectories. Model
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parameters involved North American Regional Analysis (NARR) 32 km meteorology, single level
at 1600 m asl. Trajectories were run backwards for 48 hours ending 0300 UTC at the
destination, that is, ELA, converted to UTM coordinates using ArcMap version 10.3.1 (ESRI),
then calculated as mean trajectory using circular statistics. Mean HYSPLIT trajectories and ELA
hourly windspeed and direction were then classified into inverted or non-inverted days for both
temperature and melt lapse, after adding 180° to HYSPLIT so trajectory and wind direction
shared a directional scheme.
RESULTS
Melt and temperature recorded at three stations on the Eklutna Glacier above the equilibrium
line altitude (ELA) showed that both temperature lapse and melt lapse rates were highly
variable, often inverted, but uncorrelated with each other during the melt seasons of 2016 and
2017. Temperature lapse rates measured with mechanically-aspirated radiation shields were
inverted slightly more frequently than temperatures measured with naturally-aspirated
radiation shields, but both were strongly correlated with each other. Using simple logistic
regression, we explored possible relationships between weather variables and the presence of
lapse inversions using logistic regression, including modelled air movement using HYSPLIT.
Temperature inversions
Temperature lapse rates were more often inverted than not inverted during the melt seasons
of 2016 and 2017 (Figure 6). The mean temperature lapse rates were positive in both 2016
(naturally aspirated: & = + 4.0 °C km-1) and 2017 (naturally aspirated: & = + 7.2 °C km-1;
mechanically aspirated & = + 5.6 °C km-1). Temperature lapse was inverted during much of the
melt season days for both years (Figure 6), with both mechanically-aspirated and naturally-
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aspirated shielded temperature sensors. Of 76 consecutive days in 2016, temperature lapse
rate was inverted well over half the time (58% or 44 days). Similar results held in 2017 when
both mechanically-aspirated and naturally-aspirated radiation shields were installed. Of
consecutive 52 days in 2017, daily temperature lapse calculated with naturally-aspirated shields
were inverted over 70% of the time (71% or 37 days) and non-inverted nearly 30% of the time
(29% or 15 days). Using mechanically-aspirated shields indicated even more frequent
inversions. Out of a total of 52 days of consecutive data, mechanically-aspirated temperature
results were inverted nearly 80% of the days (79% or 41 days) and non-inverted around 20% of
the time (21% or 11 days. Even though naturally-aspirated and mechanically-aspirated
temperatures in 2017 were very similar (Figure 7), mechanically-aspirated temperature lapse
rates were inverted about 10% more often.
Melt inversions
Melt lapse rates (calculated as the slope of daily melt regressed on elevation) were inverted
over 30% of the melt season in both years (Figure 6), meaning that about one day out of three
snow melted more at higher than lower elevations in the accumulation basin. Mean values of
melt lapse (Figure 5) were negative in both years but much more negative in 2016 (- 20 cm km1)

than 2017 (- 6 cm km-1). Percentage of melt season when daily melt rates were inverted was

very similar between years. Out of 76 consecutive sample days in 2016, melt lapse rates were
inverted 32% of the time (24 days). Of 52 consecutive sample days in 2017, melt lapse was
inverted 35% of the time (18 days).
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Independence of Melt and Temperature Lapse Rates
While both melt and temperature lapse rates were often inverted, we detected no correlation
(r ≤ 0.02) between daily melt lapse and temperature lapse rates in either year (Figure 8). A time
series comparison of temperature (including mechanically-aspirated) and melt for both years
revealed that temperature and melt lapse rates were often out of phase (Figure 7) and melt
lapse did not appear to lag temperature lapse, but instead to be independent of temperature.
Temperature lapse was inverted almost 30% more often than melt lapse in 2016, and in 2017
temperature lapse was inverted almost 40% more often than melt lapse. Temperature lapse
using a mechanically-aspirated shield was inverted nearly 45% more often than melt lapse rate.
The lack of correlation between daily temperature and melt lapse rates in both years is
consistent with the independence of temperature and melt at a daily scale. The correlation
between daily temperature and melt lapse rates (Figure 8) was essentially zero in 2016 (r =
0.01, p = 0.90) and 2017 (r = 0.02, p = 0.86).
Covariates of Inversions
Logistic regression on combined 2016 and 2017 data with year as an interaction and addition
little support at a Bonferroni level of significance (p < 0.004) for any weather variables as
causative for inversions, other than warm temperatures increased the probability of
temperature inversions. For logistic regressions of presence of temperature inversions on
individual weather variables (Table 3) and their interaction with year, no interactions were
significant, while three weather variables, all related to temperature, revealed year as an
additive term and were also significant (Bonferroni corrected p < 0.004) covariates: ELA max
temperature (p = 0.001), MID max temperature (p < 0.001), and ACC max temperature (p <
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0.001). Each of these three covariates increased the odds of temperature inversions. Other
covariates significant at 0.004 < p < 0.05 (Table 3) included increasing cloud cover, which
reduced probability of temperature inversions; increasing ELA max windspeed in 2017 which
also reduced probability of temperature inversions; and increasing absolute pressure which
increased the probability of temperature inversions.
Few weather variables predicted temperature inversions in 2016 (Table 4) at the
Bonferroni level of significance (p < 0.004). The significance of temperatures for predicting the
probability of temperature inversions was higher (p < 0.004) than that of incoming radiation
and albedo, which were significant below at a less restrictive level (0.004 < p < 0.05). Several
weather variables significantly predicted temperature inversions in 2017. The presence of
temperature inversions was significantly related to temperatures and max windspeed at the
Bonferroni correction level of 0.004, while absolute pressure and cloud cover were significant
at the 0.05 level (Table 5). A rise in all temperatures and a rise in absolute pressure increased
the probability of inversion. A decrease in ELA max windspeed and mean total cloud cover also
predicted this probability. Using mechanically-aspirated temperatures, the same results held
with the exception of cloud cover, which was not significant (Table 5).
At the Bonferroni corrected or uncorrected level of significance, no weather variable
significantly predicted melt inversions in either 2016 or 2017 (Table 6). Only two variables
demonstrated p < 0.56 in either year. In 2016, an increase in albedo (which was not measured
in 2017) was positively associated with melt inversions (p = 0.15) and in 2017 relative humidity
was nearly significant at the 0.05 level (p = 0.06).
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Pairwise correlation among all available weather variables against each other (Table 7)
revealed that correlations above r = 0.50 happened mostly between different summary
statistics of daily temperatures at different stations. There were only three pairs of variables
with r > 0.50 that were not between daily temperature summary statistics. These were ELA
daily melt with ELA mean daily temperature (r = 0.52), ELA daily melt with daily temperature
mean of all stations (r = 0.51), and ELA daily melt with MID mean daily temperature (r = 0.50).
Backward Elimination of Covariates
Backward elimination using logistic regression models with additive weather variables
revealed that maximum windspeed and mean total temperature were often the best fitting in
terms of temperature inversions. Fit was decided on which weather variables were previously
significant as well as variables of importance to glacial studies that have been shown to be
related, such as radiation and melt (Hock, 2003). Only variables that did not overload, or cause
perfect separation, within the models were included. Backward elimination was used to choose
the best fitting model by both the Akaike information criterion (AIC) as well as the Bayesian
information criterion (BIC). The model chosen by BIC prefers the fit that is most plausible given
the data, while AIC usually prefers the fit with more parameters, or the more complex model;
R2, on the other hand, will always increase with added parameters. The McFadden Pseudo-R2
can be considered significant between 0.2-0.4 (Hensher & Stopher, 1979), which is true for all
our fitted models, therefore doesn’t contribute much. In 2016 the following variables were
used: mean total temperature, ELA albedo, ELA incoming radiation, ELA maximum temperature,
ELA total rain, ELA melt, MID melt, and ACC melt (Table 8). In 2017 the following were used:
ELA total rain, mean total cloud cover, ELA max windspeed, and absolute pressure (Table 9);
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and for mechanically-aspirated they were: ELA total rain, ELA melt, MID melt, ACC melt, mean
total cloud cover, ELA max windspeed, and absolute pressure (Table 10). In 2016, the best
performing model by AIC was fit7, using mean total temperature + incoming radiation (AIC =
77.42), and by BIC it was fit8, using mean total temperature only (BIC = 82.19) (Table 8). In
2016, the simplest and second simplest models performed the best. However, the absolute
difference between the best model and the simplest model by AIC was weak, at only 0.11 (fit7 =
77.42, fit8 = 77.53) and by BIC it was positive at 2.23 (fit7 = 84.42, fit8 = 82.19) (Raftery, 1995).
The positive sign of the Odds Ratio of mean total temps indicates a positive relationship with
temperature inversions happening, while incoming radiation is at 0, meaning undefined
relationship observed. In 2017, using naturally-aspirated temperatures, the best performing
model by both AIC and BIC was fit4, using ELA max windspeed only (AIC = 78.78, BIC = 92.76)
(Table 9). This was also the simplest model. The Odds Ratio of maximum windspeed was
negative, meaning a negative relationship with temperature inversions happening. In the case
of mechanically-aspirated temperatures, the best model by AIC and BIC was fit6, using ELA max
windspeed + absolute pressure (AIC = 27.26, BIC = 33.11) (Table 10). This was not the simplest
model, but the second simplest, while the simplest model used only maximum windspeed
without pressure. The positive Odds Ratio of pressure indicates a positive relationship between
pressure and temperature inversions happening, while windspeed is again negative.
HYSPLIT Trajectories and Wind Direction
Measured hourly ELA wind direction (Figure 9) and modeled HYSPLIT trajectories (Figure 10)
were similar, showing no differences between inverted and non-inverted days for either daily
temperature or melt lapse rates. Average trajectory and hourly wind directions on inverted
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days mostly kept to the southeast for both temperature and melt, with similar results on noninverted days. Wind speeds on inverted and non-inverted days had nearly identical ranges,
around 0 – 5 m sec-1 (Figure 9). HYSPLIT mean trajectory and ELA hourly wind directions were
very similar overall (Figure 9, Figure 10) suggesting that southeast winds were dominant in
general within this study period.
DISCUSSION
The daily estimated temperature and melt lapse rates reported here indicate that both vary
substantially and are often inverted during the melt season in the accumulation zone of
southcentral Alaska’s Eklutna Glacier. Moreover, the two lapse rates are uncorrelated on a daily
basis. Temperature-index models, like the degree day-sum model (Hock, 2003) use elevation
and temperatures as input to model melt spatially. Temperature-index models are sensitive to
choice of lapse rates, yet most apply a constant negative (– 6.5 °C km-1) environmental lapse
rate (the rate of cooling above a topographic surface for unmoving air), which is generally
motivated by the moist adiabatic lapse rate, the rate of cooling for moist, free-rising air (Minder
et al., 2010; Hodgkins et al., 2012). Our findings demonstrate highly variable temperature lapse
rates that are often inverted in the accumulation zone of an Alaskan glacier, supporting other
calls to incorporating this variability when modeling melt (Rolland, 2003; Gardner et al., 2009;
Minder et al., 2010; Petersen & Pellicciotti, 2011; Hodgkins et al., 2012; Petersen et al., 2013).
Because Eklutna Glacier loses most mass loss from above the ELA in its upper basin of its main
branch, (Sass et al., 2017), the inversions described here imply that any distributed melt models
using constant and negative lapse rates will underestimate melt in the accumulation zone,
underestimate downstream discharge, and overestimate glacier mass balance.
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Naturally vs. Mechanically-Aspirated Shields The close results of 2017 naturally-aspirated and
mechanically-aspirated temperatures give confidence to the naturally-aspirated data from
2016, which while not shown here included additional accumulation basin temperatures on
both the Eklutna and nearby Whiteout Glaciers. These additional sites showed similar results as
shown here: frequent, deep and long-lasting inversions (Dial & Geck, 2017). In addition,
mechanically-aspirated shields demonstrated even more frequent temperature inversions than
naturally-aspirated shields. This suggests that 2016 results may be even more inverted than
documented here. These temperature results, which are mostly inverted overall, illustrate the
potential value of including variable temperature lapse rates in melt modelling.
The Possible Causes of Melt Season Temperature Inversions Both 2016 and 2017 mean
temperature lapse rates were positive. The 2016 mean lapse rate is roughly seasonal, from 15
May to 29 July, and equals + 3.99 °C km-1. This number is similar in magnitude but opposite in
sign to previously found summer rates in the Canadian Arctic equaling - 4.1 °C km-1 (Marshall et
al., 2006) and - 4.9 °C km-1 (Gardner et al., 2009). Mean temperature lapse in 2017 is even
higher, along with mechanically aspirated temperature lapse (+ 7.2 °C km-1 and + 5.62 °C km-1,
respectively) (Figure 5).
Few weather variables are significantly related to temperature inversions. Weather
variables vary spatially in mountain climates and are important for glacial studies (Rolland,
2003). In 2016, probability of temperature inversion increases as temperatures and incoming
radiation increase and albedo decreases (Table 4). Albedo is important in modelling glacial melt
- lower albedo coincides with exposure of dark areas, which have less reflectivity and therefore
melt more. This depends on the nature of the glacial surface, for example, glacial ice has lower
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albedo than snow (Hock et al., 2005). This may be connected to temperatures and incoming
radiation, which could cause a reduction in albedo; however, it is difficult to say why these are
related to increased temperature inversions. In 2017, the probability of temperature inversion
increases as temperatures and absolute pressure go up, and ELA maximum windspeed and
mean total cloud cover decreases (Table 5). The idea that strongest daily lapse rate cycles
happen when there is weak wind and lack of cloud cover has been documented previously
(Lesins et al., 2010; Pike et al., 2013). Increased cloud cover usually coincides with cooler
temperatures, storms and strong winds, meaning a mechanical breakup of inversions. Overall,
the probability of temperature inversions goes up with increasing temperature. Gulf of Alaska
glaciers are strongly linked to mean summer air temperatures (Arendt et al., 2013). Warm
temperature and higher humidity tend to be associated with coastal sea air, possibly passing
over the ocean or bodies of water. However, the HYSPLIT model trajectories and local wind
directions do not reveal any difference between air movement on inverted and non-inverted
days (Figure 9; Figure 10). Inversions may thus have more to do with a local phenomenon
rather than large air masses. According to both HYSPLIT and ELA wind directions, Eklutna winds
come from roughly southeast in general during the study periods. Therefore, winds at this site
most likely come from moist and warm air passing over the Gulf of Alaska overall. It is worth
noting that HYSPLIT results matched field measured ELA wind direction, strengthening
confidence in HYSPLIT and suggesting it useful in similar studies in the future where wind
direction may be unavailable.
Logistic regression models using backward elimination of multiple weather covariates
revealed that either the simplest or the second simplest models performed the best, using
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either one or two covariates to predict temperature inversions. In 2016, the best performing
model used either mean total temperature and incoming radiation or just using mean total
temperature (Table 8). Temperature having to do with temperature inversions is not surprising.
Incoming radiation is also usually very important in glacial modeling because of its connection
to melt and warming (Hock, 2003; Rolland, 2003) and may be directly linked to maximum
temperatures by solar warming. Using radiation and albedo in DDMs also improves their results
(Hock, 2003; Pellicciotti et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2017). However, in our results, radiation and
melt were not correlated above 0.50 (Table 7). Also, the positive Odds Ratio of mean total
temperatures in this result confirms again that as mean total temperatures increase, so does
probability of temperature inversion. In 2017, using naturally-aspirated temperatures, the best
performing model used maximum windspeed only (Table 9). Wind is indeed important to
inversions, especially maximum windspeed, as it usually serves to mechanically break them
(Lesins et al., 2010) along with high precipitation (Mernild & Liston, 2010). The negative Odds
Ratio of windspeed in this result confirms this too: as maximum windspeed increases,
temperature inversions are less likely. Precipitation, however, was insignificant and
uncorrelated to winds (Table 7). Wind is also important in other ways - in general, katabatic
wind, or downslope wind, seems to affect temperature inversions by causing them to have daily
cycles (Petersen & Pellicciotti, 2011) and conditions agreeable to katabatic winds (clear skies)
seem to improve thermodynamic models, such as the Greuell and Böhm thermodynamic model
(Petersen et al., 2013). Using mechanically-aspirated temperatures, the best performing model
in our results used max windspeed and absolute pressure, with a negative and positive Odds
Ratio, respectively (Table 10). Low pressure and high rotation of air parcels (vorticity, or
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cyclonic flow) has been linked to steep lapse rates (Marshall et al., 2006). Pressure (air) is
related to wind, temperature, and cloud formation (Ahrens & Henson 2016) - and may
therefore be related to inversions as well. In our results, absolute pressure was a significant
covariate in the prediction of 2017 temperature lapse inversions, at the 0.05 level for naturallyaspirated and at the Bonferroni correction for mechanically-aspirated temperatures (Table 5).
However, this was not true for 2016 data (Table 4). Also, pressure was not significantly
correlated to any weather variables (Table 7), although our pressure measurements do not
come from the glacier itself but rather a station at ground level (Table 1), which could affect
these results.
Overall, weather variables seem important to temperature inversions, including
temperatures, radiation, maximum windspeed, and pressure. Weather and physical variables
like precipitation, solar radiation, temperature, and albedo are important in mountain areas
and vary with region, altitude, and surface type (Hock, 2003; Pellicciotti et al., 2005; Rolland,
2003). The fact that some of these tend to be insignificant and uncorrelated in our results does
not mean they should be dismissed, because their true contribution may simply not be
captured by our data. Also, even though our HYSPLIT and ELA wind direction results are
inconclusive, the role of wind should also not be dismissed. Maximum windspeed showed
significance in predicting temperature inversions (Table 5; Table 9; Table 10) and is important in
breaking up inversions (Lesins et al., 2010) and in temperature regimes affecting lapse rates
(Petersen & Pellicciotti, 2011). Overall, between individual models and the last models
remaining from backward elimination, variables most important to temperature inversions in
our dataset prove to be mean total temperatures and maximum windspeed.
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The Possible Causes of Melt Season Melt Inversions Mean melt lapse rates in both years 2016
and 2017, unlike temperature lapse, are negative. In the case of 2016 the melt lapse is quite
large in magnitude (- 20 cm km-1), while in 2017 it is much smaller (- 6 cm km-1). This large
difference, along with the shape of the density of 2016 melt lapse (Figure 5) may have to do
with the analysis of stake height, measured at 5 cm in 2016 but at 2 cm the next year. Still,
having the opposite sign of temperature lapse, this furthers the notion of temperature and melt
independence, or de-coupling.
None of our weather variables proved to be significant covariates in predicting melt
lapse happening (Table 6). This does not mean, however, that these are truly insignificant. Our
results may be the victim of sampling and could simply have not captured the significance of
these covariates. Also, there are other variables that we did not measure which may have some
influence on melt inversions. Surface impurities like dust or algae cause a decrease in albedo,
and contribute to melt (Ganey et al., 2017). A higher concentration of dust or microorganisms
at higher altitude may therefore be a possible cause of this type of inversion. It should be noted
though that in our data, albedo and melt were not correlated above 0.50 (Table 7). There is also
the role of compaction. Surface lowering may be influenced by “compaction of ash or snow,
deflation, erosion or redeposition of ash or other debris, melting of snow and ice, or the flow of
underlying glacial ice” (Brugman & Meier, 1980). It could be that compaction is higher at higher
altitudes on Eklutna glacier based on these many variables, which may themselves be
influenced by subglacial topography or hypsometry of the glacier – a factor already shown to
vary on Eklutna (Sass et al., 2017), where there is abnormal melt within the accumulation zone.
Heating of the ice, therefore melt, could also happen by compression, which produces heat and
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works as a pair with tension, which re-freezes ice by raising its melting point (Chamberlin,
1904). So, both compaction and compression may be affecting melt. The exact role of variables
like dust or compaction in terms of melt inversions would benefit from further study.
Eklutna glacier is not the only place where melt inversions have been observed. A
previous study detailing snow alga noted melt inversions on the relatively close Harding
Icefield, between July 2-July 9 at elevation 1037-1115 m asl (Dethlefs, 2012). The daily melt rate
within this time period was positive (+ 8 cm km-1), as compared to the non-inverted, negative
rate of the rest of the study period (- 7 and - 5 cm km-1 during May 25–July 2 and July 9-23). Our
(also daily) mean melt lapses for the study period are likewise non-inverted (- 20 cm km-1 and 6 cm km-1), but inversions are present throughout the season (Figure 7), both years being
inverted around 35% (Figure 6). Similar results to Dethlefs, 2012 were noted by Ganey, 2016,
where he also found inverted melt on the Harding Icefield (amount undisclosed), as well as
temperature inversions lasting over 50% of his study period.
The Role of Temperature in Snowmelt Lack of correlation between temperature and melt
lapses and differences in amount of inversions between the two suggest independence of
temperature and melt inversions. Conventionally, temperature is expected to cause melt at all
temporal scales (Hock, 2003) – as air temperature cools there is less melt, so if temperature
cools with elevation increase, then melt rate too will lessen (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Conceptual figure of coupled temperature (in Celsius) and ice and snow melt (in
centimeters) with elevation. The relationship of temperature from lower to higher elevation is
represented by a solid blue line, while melt is dashed. As elevation increases, temperature and
melt both decrease, which is expected.
Our results illustrate that neither lapse trails the other or shows a lag which would indicate the
traditional concept of temperature driving melt. Instead, temperature and melt seem decoupled, where a rise in one does not cause a rise in the other (Figure 2a). Therefore, a rise in
temperature does not seem to coincide with more melt, and the opposite is also true. In
comparison, coupled temperature and melt will both have either high or low values, while decoupled temperature and melt will not (Figure 2b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Conceptual figure of de-coupled temperature (in Celsius) and ice and snow melt (in
centimeters) with elevation. The relationship of temperature from lower to higher elevation is
represented by a solid red line, while melt is dashed. As elevation increases, temperature
increases and melt decreases, which is unexpected. (b) Conceptual figure of coupled, expected
(blue dots) temperatures and melt, as well as de-coupled, unexpected (red dots) temperature
and melt relationship. Coupled (blue dots) temperature is low while melt is also low (at 3 °C and
2.0 cm), while temperature is high while melt is also high (at 5 °C and 2.5 cm). Meanwhile, decoupled (red dots) temperature is high while melt is low (at 5 °C and 2.0 cm), and temperature
is low while melt is high (at 3 °C and 2.5 cm).

This de-coupling and lack of correlation between temperature and melt is unexpected. One
explanation for this may be the lowering of albedo and exposure of low-albedo ice by glacial
microbes and algae, which increase melt (Ganey et al., 2017). These may be contributing to
melt at lower elevations and therefore causing more non-inverted melt days even while
temperature remains inverted. Dust and impurities in general may also contribute, by inverting
the size of snow grains due to rapid melt (Seidel et al., 2016), which also increases water
content and further lowers albedo - leading to even more melt (Ganey et al., 2017). There are
also the previously mentioned ideas of compaction or compression, which may give the illusion
of melt while surface temperatures remain the same. The fact that melt lapse rate does not
relate to temperature rate is surprising and suggests something is acting on this system to
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decouple the two, possibly local scale environmental or weather variables. The scale of
correlation should be noted, however. In the case of this study, lapse rates were daily and
uncorrelated. If these were averaged over weekly, monthly, seasonal, or yearly scales, they
would most likely become more and more correlated (Dial, 2016).
Putting aside temperature and melt de-coupling and weather variable covariates, the
simple fact that summertime inversions are happening on Eklutna glacier is significant.
Especially crucial is the fact that current models used at this glacier, such as the Distributed
Temperature Index Model (D-TIM), assume a constant and negative temperature lapse rate. A
big difference in the start date of snowmelt can be observed when using a varied rate instead
of a constant – up to 1-3 weeks of difference, which in turn affects mass balance loss by as
much as ~21% (Mernild & Liston, 2010) and can even make it up to 4 times more negative
(Gardner & Sharp, 2009) when using the MALR. A change as relatively small as - 6.5 to - 4 °C km1

inserted in a model can have a very dramatic effect, where summer melt begins a whole

month earlier (Minder et al., 2010). Near-surface temperatures downscaled from daily lapse
rates perform significantly better than a constant seasonal rate (Gardner et al., 2009),
improving the sum of Positive Degree Days (PDDs). Therefore, varied temperature lapse rates
should be implemented in modelling Eklutna melt and mass-balance in the future, not constant
ones.
Better understanding of melt season inversions and their controls is crucial for studies
that use point samples of temperature such as Degree Day Models. Strengthening these kinds
of models is vital for understanding mountain and glacial climate into the future, especially in
the context of sea level rise and diminishing freshwater resources.
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FIGURES

Figure 3: Map of Eklutna Glacier and weather station sites. The glacier extent (2010) is shown
in dark gray, outlined in black. The thick black boundary depicts the glacier’s watershed. Black
dots depict study sites, three weather stations of increasing elevation in order ELA, MID, and
ACC. Black triangle depicts nearby West Fork Eklutna River where barometer was present.
Upper left inset shows glacier location in Alaska.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) An example of a weather station atop a tripod, with temperature sensors 2 m
above ground, windspeed and direction facing North, and camera facing ablation stake. (b) A
photo from weather station ACC, elevation 1505 m asl, collected on 9 July 2017 at 7:15 am.
Ablation stake is visible on the right side atop the glacial surface, with surrounding mountains in
the background. Camera was facing North.
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(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

Figure 5: Density plots of temperature and melt lapses 2016 and 2017. The blue bar color
represents negative lapses (considered ‘non-inverted’) and pink bar color represents positive
lapses (‘inverted’). The red vertical, solid line and upper right gamma value represent the
temperature lapse mean value if inverted, while the line is blue if non-inverted. 2017
mechanically aspirated mean is specified with ‘mech’ subscript. The black, dotted vertical line
represents the often-used value of -6.5 °C km-1 in the case of temperature lapse. Upper right m
value represents melt lapse mean. In (a) and (b), temperatures are naturally-aspirated. In (c),
temperatures are mechanically-aspirated, as indicated. (d) refers to melt lapse in 2016 and (e)
to melt lapse in 2017.
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Figure 6: Inversion days for both temperature and melt DOY 136 - 211 (15 May - 29 July), a total
of 76 days in year 2016 and DOY 188 - 239 (7 July - 27 August), a total of 52 days in year 2017.
Temperature lapse classifications represented by plots on left, with melt on right. In (a) and (b),
temperatures are naturally-aspirated. In (c), temperatures are mechanically-aspirated, as
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indicated. (d) refers to melt lapse in 2016 and (e) to melt lapse in 2017. All classifications based
on daily lapse.

(a)
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(b)

Figure 7: TOP Temperature and melt lapse on Eklutna glacier over DOY 136 - 211 (15 May - 29
July), a total of 76 days in year 2016. The black line represents temperature lapse (C° km-1)
while the gray line represents melt lapse (cm km-1). Anything above 0 line represents an
inversion. Temperatures are naturally-aspirated. BOTTOM Temperature and melt lapse on
Eklutna glacier over DOY 188 - 239 (7 July - 27 August), a total of 52 days in year 2017. Black line
represents temperature lapse (C° km-1) and gray line represents melt lapse (cm km-1). Anything
above 0 line represents an inversion. In (a), temperatures are naturally-aspirated. In (b),
temperatures are mechanically-aspirated, as indicated.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8: Temperature lapse (C° km-1) against melt lapse (cm km-1) on (a) 15 May - 29 July, a
total of 76 days in year 2016 and (b) 7 July - 27 August, a total of 52 days in year 2017. Both
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lapses are daily. Black dots represent instances of naturally-aspirated temperature lapse and
melt lapse on the same day. The thick black lines represent linear relationship between lapses.
The estimated measure of association is represented on upper right, calculated using Pearson's
product-moment correlation.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 9: Mean daily windspeed and wind direction from ELA anemometer data for DOY 188239 (7 July - 27 August), a total of 52 days in year 2017. The light gray lines indicate noninverted days while dark gray lines indicate inverted days for both melt on the left and
temperature on the right. Gray radial grid represents mean windspeed ranging from 0 - 5 m sec1. (a) refers to non-inverted naturally-aspirated temperature lapse days, (b) refers to noninverted melt lapse days, (c) refers to inverted naturally-aspirated temperature lapse days, and
(d) refers to inverted melt lapse days.
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Figure 10: Mean daily trajectory results from the HYSPLIT model ran at 48 hours for DOY 188239 (7 July - 27 August), a total of 52 days in year 2017. The light gray lines indicate noninverted days while dark gray lines indicate inverted days for both melt on the left and
temperature on the right. Gray radial grid does not correspond to windspeed, so all line limits
are equal. (a) refers to non-inverted naturally-aspirated temperature lapse days, (b) refers to
non-inverted melt lapse days, (c) refers to inverted naturally-aspirated temperature lapse days,
and (d) refers to inverted melt lapse days.
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TABLES
Table 1: Weather stations on Eklutna glacier, with latitude and longitude coordinates and
heights in meters above mean sea level (m asl).
Weather station

Location

GPS Height (m asl)

ELA

61.21156360, -148.9575564

1376

MID

61.19563419, -148.9548241

1449

ACC

61.19638706, -148.9333888

1505

West Fork Eklutna River

61.295065, -148.976246

321

Table 2: Cloud cover classification scale, 0-100% with cloud cover (cc) value assigned based on
weather station pictures. Percent of sky covered scale adapted from NASA GLOBE observer
(observer.globe.gov).
cloud cover (cc)
few
isolated
scattered
broken
overcast
fog
dark

% of sky covered by clouds
<0-10
10-25
25-50
50-90
90-100
fog at stake, blocking sky
evening/night time

cc value assigned
5
17.5
37.5
70
95
100
NA
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Table 3: Inverted temperature lapse probability results as a function of all available weather variables and
year using logistic regression. Both additive and interactive relationship of weather variables and year are
present. Significant variables under Bonferroni correction of 0.004 are represented in bold. Only variables
present in both years 2016 and 2017 are present.
probability of
inverted
temperature
lapse
(additive)

do year and
weather
covariate work
together?
(additive)

probability of
inverted
temperature
lapse
(interactive)

do year and
weather
covariate
interact?
(interactive)

weather
covariate
interaction with number of
year
observations

Odds
Ratio

p

Odds
Ratio

p

Odds
Ratio

p

Odds
Ratio

p

Odds
Ratio

p

Mean total temperature (°C)

+

<.001

+

0.047

+

0.156

+

0.047

-

0.157

128

ELA max temperature (°C)

+

<.001

+

0.001

+

0.164

+

0.022

-

0.165

128

ELA mean temperature (°C)

+

0.002

+

0.039

+

0.191

+

0.054

-

0.191

128

MID max temperature (°C)

+

<.001

+

<.001

-

0.678

+

0.6

+

0.677

128

MID mean temperature (°C)

+

<.001

+

0.13

+

0.197

+

0.088

-

0.197

128

ACC max temperature (°C)

+

<.001

+

<.001

_

0.592

+

0.464

+

0.591

128

ACC mean temperature (°C)

+

<.001

+

0.038

+

0.19

+

0.053

-

0.191

128

ELA relative humidity (%)

0

0.528

+

0.166

+

0.818

+

0.743

0

0.818

128

ELA total rain (mm)

0

0.939

+

0.132

-

0.719

+

0.159

+

0.719

128

Absolute pressure (kPa)

+

0.032

+

0.027

-

0.463

-

0.47

+

0.462

93

Bonferroni correction = 0.004
Odds Ratio = 0 if within 0.98-1.02
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Table 4: 2016 inverted (naturally-aspirated) temperature lapse probability results as a function
of all available weather variables using logistic regression. Data covers DOY 136-211 (15 May 29 July), a total of 76 days in year 2016. All variables as daily means unless stated otherwise
(e.g. ELA total rain, which is a daily total). P-value defined as Wald-test p-value. Significant
variables under Bonferroni correction of 0.004 are represented in bold. B considered 0 if within
0.02 of zero.
probability of inverted
temperature lapse 2016
B

p

Mean total temperature (°C)
ELA max temperature (°C)
ELA mean temperature (°C)
MID max temperature (°C)
MID mean temperature (°C)
ACC max temperature (°C)
ACC mean temperature (°C)
ELA relative humidity (%)
ELA total rain (mm)
Absolute pressure (kPa)
ELA albedo (0 - 1)
ELA incoming radiation (W m-2)

+

<.001

+

<.001

+

0.003

+

<.001

+

<.001

+

<.001

+

<.001

0

0.505

-

0.713

+

0.605

-

0.021

0

0.029

ELA outgoing radiation (W m-2)

0

0.144
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Table 5: 2017 inverted (naturally-aspirated) and mechanically-aspirated temperature lapse
probability results as a function of all available weather variables using logistic regression. Data
covers DOY 188-239 (7 July - 27 August), a total of 52 days. All variables as daily means unless
stated otherwise (e.g. ELA total rain, which is a daily total). P-value defined as Wald-test pvalue. Significant variables under Bonferroni correction of 0.004 are represented in bold. B
considered 0 if within 0.02 of zero.
probability of inverted
temperature lapse
2017

probability of inverted
mechanically-aspirated
temperature lapse 2017

B

p

Bmech

pmech

Mean total temperature (°C)
ELA max temperature (°C)
ELA mean temperature (°C)
MID max temperature (°C)
MID mean temperature (°C)
ACC max temperature (°C)
ACC mean temperature (°C)

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

0.014
0.05
0.274
0.002
0.01
0.002
0.003

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

0.014
0.058
0.135
0.006
0.013
0.002
0.004

Mean total cloud cover (0 - 100)

-

0.024

-

0.061

ELA relative humidity (%)

0

0.933

+

0.568

ELA total rain (mm)
ELA max windspeed (m sec-1)
ELA mean windspeed (m sec-1)
HYSPLIT mean trajectories
(degrees °)
Absolute pressure (kPa)

0
-

0.996
0.002
0.074

-

0.704
0.003
0.136

0

0.361

0

0.206

+

0.031

+

0.004
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Table 6: 2017 inverted melt lapse probability results as a function of all available weather
variables using logistic regression. Data covers DOY 136-211 (15 May - 29 July), a total of 76
days in 2016 and DOY 188-239 (7 July - 27 August), a total of 52 days in 2017. All variables as
daily means unless stated otherwise (e.g. ELA total rain, which is a daily total). P-value defined
as Wald-test p-value. Significant variables under Bonferroni correction of 0.004 are represented
in bold. B considered 0 if within 0.02 of zero.
probability of inverted
melt lapse 2016

probability of inverted
melt lapse 2017

B2016

P2016

B2017

P2017

Mean total temperature (°C)

0

0.984

+

0.704

ELA max temperature (°C)

0

0.915

0

0.889

ELA mean temperature (°C)

0

0.959

+

0.844

MID max temperature (°C)

+

0.557

+

0.802

MID mean temperature (°C)

0

0.953

+

0.731

ACC max temperature (°C)

0

0.921

+

0.833

ACC mean temperature (°C)

0

0.944

0

0.739

ELA relative humidity (%)

0

0.853

+

0.06

ELA total rain (mm)

-

0.287

0

0.838

Absolute pressure (kPa)

+

0.777

+

0.673

ELA albedo (0 - 1)

+

0.153

NA

NA

ELA incoming radiation (W m-2)

0

0.975

NA

NA

ELA outgoing radiation (W m-2)

0

0.99

NA

NA

Mean total cloud cover (0 - 100)

NA

NA

0

0.739

ELA max windspeed (m sec-1)

NA

NA

+

0.628

ELA mean windspeed (m sec-1)

NA

NA

+

0.562

HYSPLIT mean trajectories (degrees °)

NA

NA

0

0.769
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Table 7: Pairwise correlation among all available weather variables, data from combined years
2016 and 2017. Temperatures are naturally-aspirated. All variables are daily means. Variables
against each other are represented by ‘variable 1’ and ‘variable 2,’ with correlation value to
their right. Only correlation values of 0.50 or above are included.
Pairwise correlation among all weather variables
Variable 1
Mean total temperature (°C)
Mean total temperature (°C)
ACC mean temperature (°C)
Mean total temperature (°C)
MID mean temperature (°C)
ELA mean temperature (°C)
ACC mean temperature (°C)
Mean total temperature (°C)

Variable 2
MID mean temperature (°C)
ACC mean temperature (°C)
MID mean temperature (°C)
ELA mean temperature (°C)
ELA mean temperature (°C)
ELA max temperature (°C)
ELA mean temperature (°C)
ELA max temperature (°C)

ACC melt (cm day-1)

Melt lapse (cm km-1)

0.79

ACC mean temperature (°C)
MID max temperature (°C)
ACC mean temperature (°C)
MID mean temperature (°C)
ACC mean temperature (°C)
ACC max temperature (°C)
ACC mean temperature (°C)
Mean total temperature (°C)

Temperature lapse (°C km-1)
ELA max temperature (°C)
ELA max temperature (°C)
ELA max temperature (°C)
ACC max temperature (°C)
MID max temperature (°C)
MID max temperature (°C)
MID max temperature (°C)

0.79
0.77
0.76
0.75
0.73
0.72
0.72
0.71

ACC max temperature (°C)
ACC max temperature (°C)
MID mean temperature (°C)

Temperature lapse (°C km-1)
ELA max temperature (°C)
MID max temperature (°C)

0.70
0.70
0.69

MID mean temperature (°C)
MID max temperature (°C)

Temperature lapse (°C km-1)
ELA mean temperature (°C)

0.66
0.65

Mean total temperature (°C)
Mean total temperature (°C)
ACC max temperature (°C)

Temperature lapse (°C km-1)
ACC max temperature (°C)
MID mean temperature (°C)

0.64
0.64
0.60

ELA melt (cm day-1)

ELA mean temperature (°C)

0.52

ELA melt (cm day )

Mean total temperature (°C)

0.51

MID max temperature (°C)

Temperature lapse (°C km-1)

0.51

MID mean temperature (°C)

0.50

-1

-1

ELA melt (cm day )

Correlation value (r)
0.99
0.98
0.96
0.93
0.89
0.85
0.84
0.80
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Table 8: Inverted temperature lapse probability in 2016 results as a function of all significant
weather variables using logistic regression. Fit was decided based on backward elimination of
one variable at a time, indicated in bold. The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Bayesian
Information Criterion (BIC) were used to decide the best model when all variable options were
exhausted – shown in bold for both. The AIC and BIC degrees of freedom are represented by
‘df.’ McFadden’s Pseudo-R2 is also present for reference, where values 0.2-0.4 indicate good fit.
probability of inverted temperature lapse 2016
fit1
fit2
fit3
fit4
fit5

fit6

fit7

fit8

Odds
Ratio

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

+

0.004

<.001

<.001

<.001

<.001

<.001

<.001

<.001

-

0.50

0.50

0.47

0

0.09

0.09

0.09

0.12

0.14

0.13

0.15

0.26

Mean total
temperature (°C)
ELA albedo (0 - 1)
ELA incoming
radiation (W m-2)
ELA max
temperature (°C)
ELA total rain (mm)

0

0.95

+

0.20

0.20

0.17

0.20

ELA melt (cm day-1)

-

0.32

0.31

0.22

0.30

-1

-

0.13

0.13

0.13

0.12

0.14

0.18

-1

-

0.72

0.72

76

76

76

76

76

76

76

76

84.12

82.12

80.24

78.78

77.82

77.57

77.42

77.53

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

105.09

100.76

96.56

92.76

89.47

86.89

84.42

82.19

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

0.361

0.361

0.360

0.355

0.344

0.328

0.310

0.289

MID melt (cm day )
ACC melt (cm day )
Observations
AIC
AIC df
BIC
BIC df
Pseudo-R2
(McFadden)
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Table 9: Inverted temperature lapse probability in 2017 results as a function of all significant
weather variables using logistic regression. Fit was decided based on backward elimination of
one variable at a time, indicated in bold. The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Bayesian
Information Criterion (BIC) were used to decide the best model when all variable options were
exhausted – shown in bold for both. The AIC and BIC degrees of freedom are represented by
‘df.’ McFadden’s Pseudo-R2 is also present for reference, where values 0.2-0.4 indicate good
fit.
probability of inverted temperature lapse 2017
fit1
fit2
fit3
fit4

ELA total rain (mm)
Mean total cloud cover (0 - 100)
-1

ELA max windspeed (m sec )
Absolute pressure (kPa)
Observations
AIC
AIC df
BIC
BIC df
Pseudo-R2 (McFadden)

Odds
Ratio

p

+

0.59

-

0.06

0.07

+

0.00
0.08
52
84.12
9
105.09
9
0.36

p

p

p

0.01
0.05
52
82.12
8
100.76
8

0.002
0.02
52
80.24
7
96.56
7

0.002

0.36

0.36

0.35

52
78.78
6
92.76
6
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Table 10: Inverted mechanically-aspirated temperature lapse probability in 2016 results as a
function of all significant weather variables using logistic regression. Fit was decided based on
backward elimination of one variable at a time, indicated in bold. The Akaike Information
Criterion (AIC) and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) were used to decide the best model
when all variable options were exhausted – shown in bold for both. The AIC and BIC degrees of
freedom are represented by ‘df.’ McFadden’s Pseudo-R2 is also present for reference, where
values 0.2-0.4 indicate good fit.
probability of inverted temperature lapse 2017
fit2
fit3
fit4
fit5
fit6

fit1
Odds
Ratio

p

p

ELA total rain (mm)
ELA melt cm day-1

0
+

1.00
0.62

0.61

MID melt cm day-1

+

0.38

-1

-

ACC melt cm day
Mean total cloud
cover (0 - 100)
ELA max windspeed
(m sec-1)
Absolute pressure
(kPa)
Observations
AIC
AIC df
BIC
BIC df
Pseudo-R2
(McFadden)

p

p

p

0.38

0.24

0.22

0.40

0.40

0.40

0.21

0.42

-

0.50

0.50

0.45

+

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

+

0.11

0.10

0.09

52

52
33.39
8
49.00
8

52
31.39
7
45.05
7

0.676

0.676

fit7
p

p

0.007

0.006

0.003

0.03

0.011

0.007

52
29.65
6
41.36
6

52
28.49
5
38.25
5

52
28.55
4
36.36
4

52
27.26
3
33.11
3

52
37.60
2
41.50
2

0.671

0.655

0.617

0.604

0.374
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APPENDIX – Supplemental figures and tables
(a)

(b)
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(c)

Supplemental Figure 1: 2017 hourly naturally-aspirated against mechanically-aspirated
temperatures. Hourly data covers 7 July - 27 August, a total of 52 days. (a) represents these
temperatures at site ELA, (b) at site MID, and (c) at site ACC. The estimated measure of
association is represented within box on lower right of each plot, calculated using Pearson's
product-moment correlation. Dotted line represents a slope of 1, and gray line represents
linear fit line between naturally and mechanically-aspirated temperatures. Linear fit equations
are present at the top middle of the plot.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Supplemental Figure 2: Examples of probability plots of significant weather variables from
inverted (non-aspirated) temperature lapse probability results as a function of all available
weather variables using logistic regression. Year 2016 is represented by open dots and dotted
regression line, year 2017 is represented by closed dots and solid regression line. (a) represents
total mean temperature, (b) is ELA albedo, (c) is incoming radiation at ELA, (d) is absolute
pressure, (e) is ELA maximum windspeed, and (f) is total mean cloud cover on the glacier.
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Supplemental Table 1: 2016 inverted (non-aspirated) temperature lapse probability results as a
function of all available weather variables using logistic regression. Data covers DOY 136-211
(15 May - 29 July), a total of 76 days in year 2016. All variables as daily means unless stated
otherwise (e.g. ELA total rain, which is a daily total). P-value defined as Wald-test p-value.
Significant variables under Bonferroni correction of 0.004 are represented in bold.
probability of inverted
temperature lapse 2016

intercept

B

CI

p

R2 / adj.
R2

B

CI

p

Mean total
temperature
(°C)

0.97

0.56, 1.48

<.001

.325 / .438

-3.83

-6.11, -2.03

<.001

ELA max
temperature
(°C)

0.76

0.39, 1.22

<.001

.235 / .316

-4.71

-7.70, -2.26

<.001

MID max
temperature
(°C)

0.59

0.31, 0.93

<.001

.251 / .338

-4.44

-7.15, -2.18

<.001

MID mean
temperature
(°C)

0.9

0.52, 1.38

<.001

.323 / .434

-3.7

-5.93, -1.95

<.001

ACC max
temperature
(°C)

0.73

0.46, 1.09

<.001

.466 / .626

-5.69

-8.56, -3.47

<.001

ACC mean
temperature
(°C)

1.12

0.68, 1.72

<.001

.437 / .588

-4.46

-7.02, -2.56

<.001

ELA mean
temperature
(°C)

0.63

0.25, 1.08

0.003

.135 / .182

-2.22

-4.07, -0.60

0.011

ELA albedo
(0 - 1)

-9.39

-18.04, -1.90

0.021

.078 / .105

7.23

1.69, 13.68

0.017
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ELA
incoming
radiation
(Wm-2)
ELA
outgoing
radiation
(Wm-2)

0.01

0.00, 0.02

0.029

.065 / .087

-1.68

-3.62, 0.12

0.075

0.01

-0.00, 0.02

0.144

.029 / .038

-0.99

-2.87, 0.80

0.283

ELA relative
humidity (%)

0.02

-0.04, 0.08

0.505

.006 / .008

-1.31

-6.21, 3.53

0.594

Absolute
pressure
(kPa)

0.36

-0.99, 1.79

0.605

.686 / .746

-35.34

-174.93, 96.42

0.602

ELA total
rain (mm)

-0.21

-1.49, 1.01

0.713

.002 / .002

0.34

-0.13, 0.82

0.156
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Supplemental Table 2: 2016 inverted (non-aspirated) temperature lapse probability results as a
function of all available weather variables using logistic regression. Data covers DOY 136-211
(15 May - 29 July), a total of 76 days in year 2016. All variables as daily means unless stated
otherwise (e.g. ELA total rain, which is a daily total). P-value defined as Wald-test p-value.
probability of inverted
melt lapse 2016

intercept

B

CI

p

R2 / adj.
R2

B

CI

p

ELA albedo
(0 - 1)

5.73

-1.80, 14.12

0.153

.028 / .040

-4.99

-11.29, 0.56

0.094

ELA total
rain (mm)

-1.8

-7.37, 0.29

0.287

.032 / .045

-0.67

-1.18, -0.18

0.008

0.06

-0.14, 0.25

0.557

.005 / .006

-1.26

-3.04, 0.44

0.149

0.21

-1.25, 1.79

0.777

.669 / .742

-21.77

-175.29, 120.89

0.768

ELA relative
humidity (%)

-0.01

-0.06, 0.05

0.853

.000 / .001

-0.3

-5.57, 4.73

0.909

ELA max
temperature
(°C)

0.01

-0.26, 0.29

0.915

.000 / .000

-0.87

-2.83, 1.03

0.37

ACC max
temperature
(°C)

0.01

-0.14, 0.15

0.921

.000 / .000

-0.84

-2.23, 0.48

0.222

ACC mean
temperature
(°C)

-0.01

-0.23, 0.22

0.944

.000 / .000

-0.74

-1.91, 0.36

0.198

MID mean
temperature
(°C)

0.01

-0.25, 0.27

0.953

.000 / .000

-0.81

-2.16, 0.45

0.218

MID max
temperature
(°C)
Absolute
pressure
(kPa)
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ELA mean
temperature
(°C)

-0.01

-0.37, 0.35

0.959

.000 / .000

-0.74

-2.33, 0.76

0.344

ELA
incoming
radiation
(Wm-2)

0

-0.01, 0.01

0.975

.000 / .000

-0.8

-2.76, 1.03

0.4

Mean total
temperature
(°C)

0

-0.28, 0.28

0.984

.000 / .000

-0.76

-2.13, 0.52

0.256

ELA
outgoing
radiation
(Wm-2)

0

-0.01, 0.01

0.990

.000 / .000

-0.78

-2.77, 1.07

0.418
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Supplemental Table 3: 2017 inverted (non-aspirated) temperature lapse probability results as a
function of all available weather variables using logistic regression. Data covers DOY 188-239 (7
July - 27 August), a total of 52 days. All variables as daily means unless stated otherwise (e.g.
ELA total rain, which is a daily total). P-value defined as Wald-test p-value. Significant variables
under Bonferroni correction of 0.004 are represented in bold.
probability of inverted
temperature lapse 2017

ELA max
windspeed
(m sec-1)
ACC max
nonaspirated
temperature
(°C)
MID max
nonaspirated
temperature
(°C)
ACC mean
nonaspirated
temperature
(°C)
MID mean
nonaspirated
temperature
(°C)
mean total
nonaspirated
temperature
(°C)
mean total
cloud cover
(0 - 100)
Absolute
pressure
(kPa)

intercept

B

CI

p

R2 / adj.
R2

B

CI

p

-1.94

-3.48, -0.92

0.002

.365 / .522

8.28

4.33, 14.27

<.001

0.91

0.44, 1.61

0.002

.386 / .553

-4.22

-7.88, -1.69

0.006

0.71

0.31, 1.24

0.002

.257 / .368

-3.46

-6.61, -1.03

0.013

0.67

0.29, 1.18

0.003

.234 / .335

-1.74

-3.62, -0.16

0.045

0.52

0.16, 0.96

0.01

.150 / .214

-1.4

-3.32, 0.28

0.12

0.64

0.17, 1.20

0.014

.137 / .212

-0.91

-2.77, 0.80

0.306

-0.1

-0.22, -0.04

0.024

.245 / .351

9.98

3.87, 21.11

0.019

0.97

0.13, 1.92

0.031

.094 / .135

-93.72

-186.49, 11.56

0.033
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ELA max
nonaspirated
temperature
(°C)
ELA mean
windspeed
(m sec-1)
ELA mean
nonaspirated
temperature
(°C)
HYSPLIT
mean
trajectories
(degrees °)
ELA relative
humidity (%)
ELA total
rain (mm)

0.37

0.03, 0.78

0.05

.083 / .118

-0.9

-2.84, 0.88

0.332

-0.89

-1.96, 0.04

0.074

.065 / .093

2.94

0.72, 5.57

0.015

0.24

-0.18, 0.68

0.274

.024 / .034

0.07

-1.52, 1.68

0.93

0

-0.02, 0.00

0.361

.018 / .026

2.18

-0.28, 5.69

0.136

0

-0.11, 0.11

0.933

.000 / .000

0.49

-8.97, 10.86

0.92

0

-0.22, 0.31

0.996

.000 / .000

0.9

0.30, 1.56

0.004
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Supplemental Table 4: 2017 inverted mechanically-aspirated temperature lapse probability
results as a function of all available weather variables using logistic regression. Data covers DOY
188-239 (7 July - 27 August), a total of 52 days. All variables as daily means unless stated
otherwise (e.g. ELA total rain, which is a daily total). P-value defined as Wald-test p-value.
Significant variables under Bonferroni correction of 0.004 are represented in bold.
probability of inverted
temperature lapse 2017
(mechanically-aspirated)

ACC max
temperature (°C)
ELA max windspeed
(m sec-1)
Absolute pressure
(kPa)
ACC mean
temperature (°C)
MID max
temperature (°C)
MID mean
temperature (°C)
mean total
temperature (°C)
ELA max temperature
(°C)
mean total cloud
cover (0 - 100)
ELA mean
temperature (°C)
ELA mean windspeed
(m sec-1)
HYSPLIT mean
trajectories (degrees
°)
ELA relative humidity
(%)
ELA total rain (mm)

intercept

B

CI

p

R2 / adj.
R2

B

CI

p

0.98

0.46, 1.74

0.002

.298 / .463

-3.35

-6.58, -0.91

0.017

-1.63

-2.98, -0.75

0.003

.320 / .497

7.79

4.17, 13.31

<.001

1.65

0.62, 2.92

0.004

.186 / .289

-159.72

-283.15, -59.54

0.004

0.8

0.32, 1.41

0.004

.215 / .334

-1.52

-3.52, 0.21

0.105

0.68

0.25, 1.24

0.006

.192 / .298

-1.93

-4.36, 0.14

0.085

0.6

0.17, 1.14

0.013

.142 / .221

-0.86

-2.64, 0.79

0.317

0.64

0.17, 1.20

0.014

.137 / .212

-0.91

-2.77, 0.80

0.306

0.44

0.02, 0.94

0.058

.077 / .120

-0.69

-2.84, 1.35

0.512

-0.08

-0.19, -0.02

0.061

.149 / .232

7.98

2.71, 18.31

0.035

0.4

-0.10, 0.96

0.135

.045 / .070

0

-1.79, 1.81

1

-0.78

-1.89, 0.23

0.136

.043 / .067

3.12

0.72, 5.93

0.016

-0.01

-0.03, 0.00

0.206

.043 / .066

3.99

0.62, 9.33

0.071

0.03

-0.09, 0.15

0.568

.006 / .009

-1.65

-11.81, 9.33

0.751

-0.04

-0.26, 0.26

0.704

.003 / .004

1.35

0.69, 2.10

<.001
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Supplemental Table 5: 2017 inverted melt temperature lapse probability results as a function of
all available weather variables using logistic regression. Data covers DOY 188-239 (7 July - 27
August), a total of 52 days. All variables as daily means unless stated otherwise (e.g. ELA total
rain, which is a daily total).
probability of inverted
melt lapse 2017

ELA relative
humidity (%)
ELA mean
windspeed
(m sec-1)
ACC mean
temperature
(°C)
ELA max
windspeed
(m sec-1)
Absolute
pressure
(kPa)
Mean total
temperature
(°C)
MID mean
temperature
(°C)
Mean total
cloud cover
(0 - 100)
HYSPLIT
mean
trajectories
(degrees °)
MID max
temperature
(°C)
ACC max
temperature
(°C)
ELA total
rain (mm)

intercept

B

CI

p

R2 / adj.
R2

B

CI

p

0.13

0.01, 0.28

0.060

.081 / .112

-12.32

-26.07, -1.30

0.049

0.26

-0.62, 1.16

0.562

.006 / .009

-1.21

-3.35, 0.80

0.245

0.08

-0.22, 0.39

0.601

.005 / .007

-0.98

-2.50, 0.41

0.178

0.11

-0.36, 0.57

0.628

.004 / .006

-1.04

-2.86, 0.73

0.245

0.17

-0.60, 0.98

0.673

.003 / .005

-16.97

-96.06, 58.39

0.661

0.07

-0.28, 0.42

0.704

.003 / .004

-0.9

-2.49, 0.56

0.238

0.05

-0.26, 0.37

0.731

.002 / .003

-0.86

-2.36, 0.53

0.234

0

-0.02, 0.03

0.739

.002 / .003

-0.96

-3.14, 0.93

0.343

0

-0.01, 0.01

0.769

.002 / .002

-0.96

-3.56, 1.19

0.404

0.04

-0.24, 0.32

0.802

.001 / .002

-0.83

-2.52, 0.76

0.316

0.03

-0.23, 0.29

0.833

.001 / .001

-0.79

-2.45, 0.77

0.325

0.02

-0.23, 0.24

0.838

.001 / .001

-0.65

-1.27, -0.07

0.031
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ELA mean
temperature
(°C)
ELA max
temperature
(°C)

0.04

-0.38, 0.47

0.844

.001 / .001

-0.78

-2.46, 0.78

0.334

-0.02

-0.36, 0.31

0.889

.000 / .001

-0.52

-2.28, 1.19

0.55

